Laminin is required to orient epithelial polarity in the C. elegans pharynx
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SUMMARY

The development of many animal organs involves a mesenchymal to epithelial transition, in which cells develop and coordinate polarity through largely unknown mechanisms. The C. elegans pharynx, which is an epithelial tube in which cells polarize around a central lumen, provides a simple system with which to understand the coordination of epithelial polarity. We show that cell fate regulators cause pharyngeal precursor cells to group into a bilaterally symmetric, rectangular array of cells called the double plate. The double plate cells polarize with apical localization of the PAR-3 protein complex, then undergo apical constriction to form a cylindrical cyst. We show that laminin, but not other basement membrane components, orients the polarity of the double plate cells. Our results provide in vivo evidence that laminin has an early role in cell polarity that can be distinguished from its later role in basement membrane integrity.
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INTRODUCTION

Cells exhibit multiple asymmetries during animal development in response to successive cues that create and change cell polarity. For example, the one-cell C. elegans embryo develops anterior-posterior polarity cued by the sperm-contributed centrosome, but blastomeres at the four-cell stage exhibit inner-outer polarity cued by cell contacts (reviewed by Nance and Zallen, 2011). Perhaps the most dramatic changes in cell polarity occur during tissue and organ morphogenesis, when large groups of mesenchymal cells coordinately polarize to form epithelial sheets or tubes, an event termed mesenchymal to epithelial transition (MET) (reviewed by Chaffer et al., 2007).

Studies using cultured cells have long suggested that extracellular matrix components such as laminin and collagen might function as polarity cues for developing epithelia (Ekblom, 1989). Laminin is a secreted heterotrimeric protein composed of α, β and γ subunits. Cells use laminin receptors, such as integrins and dystroglycans, to bind and polymerize laminin at the cell surface. Laminin is an integral basement membrane component and can act as a scaffold for the assembly of other components (reviewed by Yurchenco, 2011). Mutations in laminin can cause widespread developmental abnormalities in mice and humans, and the expression of certain laminin heterotrimers is causally related to the development of some aggressive, malignant epithelial cancers in humans (reviewed by Marinkovich, 2007; Miner and Yurchenco, 2004). Evidence that laminin might function as a polarizing cue during MET has come primarily from work on cultured mammalian kidney cells. After several days in three-dimensional culture, Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells form epithelial cysts that differentiate apical surfaces facing an internal lumen. MDCK cysts can develop inverted polarity when grown without basement membrane-containing substrate or after expression of a dominant-negative Rac1 (O’Brien et al., 2001; Wang et al., 1990). Addition of high levels of exogenous laminin can rescue this inverted polarity, suggesting that laminin can orient MDCK polarity (O’Brien et al., 2001). In other studies, antibodies against laminin α1 were shown to block epithelial polarization in kidney organ culture (Klein et al., 1988). Thus, laminin might function to either initiate or orient polarity in the cultured cells.

The analysis of laminin function in mice and humans is complicated by the presence of at least 16 laminin heterotrimers (Aumailley et al., 2005) and by the severe defects associated with mutations in even single laminin subunits (Miner et al., 1998; Miner and Yurchenco, 2004; Ryan et al., 1999; Smyth et al., 1999). In C. elegans, only two laminin heterotrimers are assembled, composed of either of the two laminin α subunits LAM-3 or EPI-1, and single laminin β and γ subunits called LAM-1 and LAM-2, respectively (Huang et al., 2003). lam-3 and epi-1 mutants have complex terminal phenotypes, including ruptured tissues, ectopic cell adhesions and abnormally positioned adherens junctions (Huang et al., 2003). Developmental studies have not resolved whether these abnormalities result from primary defects in cell polarity or from more general requirements for basement membranes in tissue integrity and support.

In the present study, we analyze how embryonic cells that form the C. elegans pharynx acquire and coordinate their polarity and how laminin affects these events. The pharynx is an elongated epithelial tube that contains myoepithelial cells, epithelial support cells, glands and neurons (Albertson and Thomson, 1976). The pharynx develops from pharyngeal precursor cells (PPCs) that cluster together to form a primordium in the interior of the embryo. Through unknown mechanisms, the primordium undergoes a MET to transform into a short, cylindrical epithelial cyst; the cyst elongates and narrows during subsequent development to form the pharyngeal tube (Leung et al., 1999; Portereiko and Mango, 2001). The cyst represents the architectural foundation for later pharyngeal differentiation, prefiguring the basic symmetry and patterning of the mature pharynx. Although some pharyngeal cells migrate and/or develop elaborate shapes (Mörck et al., 2003; Raharjo et al., 2011; Rasmussen et al., 2008), many of the cells in the mature
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pharynx retain their basic shapes and positions in the cyst. The PAR-3 complex (PAR-3, PAR-6 and PKC-3) is associated with early stages of epithelial polarity in many systems (Nance and Zallen, 2011) and localizes to the apical surfaces of cyst stage PPCs (Bossinger et al., 2001; Leung et al., 1999; McMahon et al., 2001). PAR-3 function is required for the subsequent apical localization of several proteins in pharyngeal cells, including components of adherens junctions (Achilleos et al., 2010). However, the molecular cues that localize the PAR-3 complex to the apical surfaces of PPCs have not been identified.

We show that development of the pharyngeal cyst is preceded by a distinct morphogenetic intermediate that we call the double plate. PPC polarization and PAR localization begin in the double plate, which transforms into a cyst by apical constriction. We show that laminin provides a crucial cue that orients apical localization of the PAR-3 complex in the double plate. In pharyngeal cysts, these PAR cues appear to utilize at least partially distinct polarity cues, and pharyngeal development provides a model for laminin-based signaling in epithelial polarity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Nematodes

C. elegans were cultured as described (Brenner, 1974). Mutant alleles used (details available at http://www.wormbase.org): LG I, lam-3(n2561) (Huang et al., 2003); LG II, unc-52(st549) (Williams and Waterston, 1994); LG III, unc-119(ed3) (Maduro and Pilgrim, 1995), wrm-1(nei1982) (Nakamura et al., 2005), unc-36(e251) emb-9(g23cg46) (Gupta et al., 1997), pat-3(st564) (Williams and Waterston, 1994); LG IV, lam-1(ok3139(ok3221), epi-1(rh199) (Zhu et al., 1999); LG V, fog-2(q71) (Huang et al., 2003). Transgenes used: slt10088 [hli-1(3.3kb)::HIS-24::mCherry] (Murray et al., 2008), psI56 [pha-4::GFP::HIS-11] (Portereiko and Mango, 2001), wgs337 [PHA-4::TY1::EGFP::3XFLAG] (Zhong et al., 2010), zds45 [nmy-2::NMY-2::GFP] (Nance et al., 2003), zds3 [par-6::PAR-6::GFP] (Totong et al., 2007), pie-1::mCherry::PAR-6 (Schonegg et al., 2007), urEx131 [lam-1(ok3139)::mCherry] (Kao et al., 2006), qyIs43 [PATA-3::GFP::ina-1(gon2)] (Hagedorn et al., 2009), lts44 [pie-1::mCherry::PH::PCL181] (Kachur et al., 2008), zuEx276, zuEx270 [pha-4::GFP::dMoesin-ABD], zuEx254 [lin-12::GFP::HIS-11] and zuEx288 [lam-1(+); SUR-5::GFP]. RNAi against mec-1 and pat-3 was performed using previously described double-stranded (ds) RNA feeding strains (Kamath et al., 2003; Tenlen et al., 2006). Developmental staging of embryos was performed as described (Sulston et al., 1983).

Transgene construction

To create pSSR18 [pha-4::GFP::dMoesin-ABD], the dMoesin-ABD fragment from pWZ6 (Ziel et al., 2009) was PCR amplified, fused to GFP and cloned into the AvrII and Apol sites of pJM20-pha-4 (Murray et al., 2008). zuEx276 was created by injection of pSSR18 at 20 ng/µl and pNJ254 at 100 ng/µl (Nance et al., 2003) into unc-119(ed3) worms, and integrated by gamma irradiation to create zuEx276. Construction of zuEx254 will be described elsewhere.

Imaging

Embryos were mounted for longitudinal optical sectioning as described (Sulston et al., 1983). For transverse sectioning with confocal microscopy, a Nikon TE-2000 inverted microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu C9100 camera, running Velocity 5.3.3 (Improvision, Lexington, MA, USA). 60× and 100× oil-immersion objectives (Nikon) were used for longitudinal optical sectioning, and a 60× water-immersion objective (Nikon) was used for transverse sectioning. Image stacks were analyzed and adjusted for brightness and contrast using ImageJ (http://rsweb.nih.gov/ij/) or Adobe Photoshop. Brightness and contrast were adjusted for each time point separately. Quantification of midplane enrichment of NMY-2 and PAR-6 was performed by analyzing maximum intensity projections of longitudinal views of embryos co-expressing NMY-2::GFP and mCherry::PAR-6. The integrated intensities in two 5×12 µm regions (PPC midplane and PPC lateral) were corrected for camera noise, and then normalized to the initial time point. The midplane enrichment at time i was calculated as: [(PPC_mid; t=∞)/(PPC_lateral; t=∞)]/(PPC_mid; t=0)/(PPC_lateral; t=0). Confidence intervals were calculated using Microsoft Excel.

Immunofluorescence

Fixation and staining of embryos were performed as described (Leung et al., 1999). The following primary antibodies and antisera were used: rabbit anti-GFP (ab6556, Abcam), anti-UNC-52 (Mullen et al., 1999), anti-LET-2 (Graham et al., 1997), rat anti-NMY-1 (Pieken et al., 2003), mouse anti-PAR-3 (Nance et al., 2003), MH25 (Francis and Waterston, 1985), mAbGJ1 (anti-LAM-3), mAbGJ2 (pan-laminin) (Rasmussen et al., 2008), IFA (Pruss et al., 1981) and mAbPL1 (G. Hermann and J.R.P., unpublished). For quantification of centrosome orientation, image stacks were acquired of PHA-4::GFP-expressing embryos immunostained with GFP and IFA antibodies (a marker of centrosomes) (Leung et al., 1999).

Characterization of lam-1 mutants

The lam-1 deletion alleles ok3139 and ok3221 were generated by the international C. elegans Gene Knockout Consortium. ok3139 was outcrossed five times and maintained over the GFP-marked balancer nT(I[qls51]) or the visible marker unc-5(e53). Alleles ok3139 and ok3221 were sequenced and both found to cause frame shifts within the nmo-1 gene. Embryos homozygous for either allele are embryonic lethal, and lam-1(ok3221) embryos show a multi-lumen phenotype similar to that described here for lam-1(ok3139) (data not shown). The ok3139 mutation was fully rescued by the fosmid WRM0633dC11, which contains the wild-type lam-1 locus. For mosaic analysis, lam-1(ok3139)/nT(I[qls51]) adults were injected with WRM0633dC11 at 10 ng/µl, pT96 at 100 ng/µl (Yochem et al., 1998) and pRF4 at 50 ng/µl (Mello et al., 1991); viable ok3139 homozygotes were isolated and maintained from this strain.

RESULTS

Pharyngeal precursor cells form a bilaterally symmetric double plate

The pharynx forms from pharyngeal precursor cells (PPCs) that express PHA-4, a FoxA transcription factor essential for pharyngeal-specific differentiation (Fig. 1A) (Horner et al., 1998; Kalb et al., 1998; Mango et al., 1994). The PPCs are descendants of four early embryonic blastomeres (Fig. 1C) that are born on the ventral surface of the embryo, but after multiple cycles of cell division and ingestion all PPCs are internalized (Fig. 1A) (Sulston et al., 1983). At 400 minutes (timing from the first embryonic cell division), the PPCs undergo a MET to become a cylindrical cyst of polarized cells (Fig. 1A). Under electron microscopy, the cyst cells appear wedge shaped in transverse section, with narrow apical tips and broad peripheral surfaces (Leung et al., 1999).

For live imaging of cyst formation, we used a PPC-specific nuclear reporter (pha-4::HIS-GFP) and a ubiquitous plasma membrane reporter [pie-1::mCherry::PH::PCL181], hereafter memb::mCherry]. Conventional mounting techniques for C. elegans embryos allow longitudinal optical sectioning (Fig. 1A,D).
However, this orientation compresses either the left-right or dorsal-ventral axis, and makes the wedge shapes of cyst cells difficult to score. Thus, we developed a technique to mount live embryos for transverse optical sectioning (Fig. 1D; see Materials and methods). We found that left and right PPCs at the ventral surface appear to sweep into the embryo interior from 150-260 minutes, converging into a dorsal-ventral-oriented rectangular array of cells (Fig. 2A). The array extends dorsally within the embryo as internal PPCs divide and additional PPCs ingress from the ventral surface. Although there are shifts in nuclear positions within the growing array, inspection of PPC boundaries showed that the array remains bilaterally symmetric and almost exclusively two cells wide. Thus, we term the array of PPCs the ‘double plate’ stage, and refer to the plane between the left and right halves of the double plate as the midplane (Fig. 2A, see also 2C).

We wanted to determine how bilateral symmetry is maintained during growth of the double plate. Previous studies have shown that most embryonic cell divisions are oriented longitudinally (anterior-posterior) rather than left-right, and that cell positions in the pharyngeal cyst and at later stages are correlated with the positions of some early PPCs (Santella et al., 2010; Sulston et al., 1983). Thus, bilateral symmetry of the double plate might derive simply from the original left-right positions of the PPCs and the subsequent anterior-posterior divisions of their descendants (Fig. 2C). Consistent with previous studies, we found that PPCs on the left and right sides of the double plate were the respective descendants of early left and right PPCs on the ventral surface of the embryo (Fig. 2C). In addition, we found that body wall muscles (BWMs) flank the left and right sides of the double plate PPCs, and precursors of the BWMs flank the left and right sides of the early PPCs (Fig. 2C,D). Although most PPC divisions in the double plate had the typical anterior-posterior orientation, we found that at least two PPCs consistently divided left-right (Fig. 2B). The left and right daughters of those PPCs remained on their respective sides of the midplane, indicating that the bilateral symmetry of the double plate is not maintained solely by an absence of left-right divisions.

We next addressed whether bilateral symmetry of the double plate might arise from a lack of PPC motility, thus maintaining early left-right differences in cell positions. We examined pharyngeal development in mex-1(RNAi) embryos that mislocalize the transcription factor SKN-1 (Bowerman et al., 1993). SKN-1 is required to specify the fate of an early blastomere called MS, the left and right daughters of which contribute to the left and right sides, respectively, of the double plate and flanking BWMs. In mex-1 mutants, mislocalized SKN-1 can cause five embryonic cells to adopt MS-like fates and produce ectopic PPCs and BWMs (Mello et al., 1992). If PPCs simply remain in place after birth, mex-1 mutant embryos should form multiple islands of PPCs separated by BWMs. Instead, we found that terminal stage mex-1(RNAi) embryos usually formed a single block of pharyngeal cells without intervening BWMs (Fig. 2E). These results suggest that PPCs have an ability to move and aggregate with other PPCs.

We examined wrm-1 mutants to ascertain whether cell fate differences between left and right PPCs contributed to the bilateral symmetry of the double plate. Previous studies showed that some gene expression differences between the left and right daughters of MS (MSa and MSp) and their respective descendants depend on the transcription factor POP-1/TCF and proteins that regulate POP-1 activity, such as WRM-1/β-catenin (Hermann et al., 2000; Rocheleau et al., 1999). We cultured temperature-sensitive wrm-1(ne1982) mutant embryos at the restrictive temperature (25°C) until after the left-right MS daughters were born, then downshifted the embryos to the permissive temperature (15°C) to follow the development of the PPCs. We found that MS daughters were born in their normal left-right positions and that the early descendants of both cells ingressed at the normal times. However, the border between the early left-right descendants quickly became more irregular than in wild-type embryos (Fig. 2F,G). At later stages, PPCs in control wrm-1(ne1982) embryos maintained at 15°C formed an apparently normal double plate (Fig. 2H), whereas PPCs in the temperature-shifted embryos formed an abnormal cluster that was more than two cells wide and remained ventral rather than extending dorsally (Fig. 2I).

Because the transcription factor PHA-4 (FoxA) is thought to be required for most, if not all, aspects of pharyngeal-specific differentiation (reviewed by Mango, 2009), we examined formation of the double plate in pha-4(q490) null mutants. We found that the timing and patterning of the early PPC divisions in pha-4(q490) embryos appeared similar to wild type (data not shown) and that all of the PPCs ingressed (Fig. 1B). After ingressing, the mutant PPCs assembled into an array that approximated the shape of the double plate and was surrounded by BWM precursors (Fig. 3B, O’ panel; data not shown). However, the width of the array was more variable than in wild-type embryos, often with three or more cells dorsally and only one cell ventrally (Fig. 3A,B; supplementary
Material Movies 1, 2). Moreover, some PPCs crossed the midplane to the contralateral side (Fig. 3B; supplementary material Movie 2). At the cyst stage, wild-type PPCs become separated from other surrounding cells, including BWMs, by a laminin-containing basement membrane (Fig. 3C). By contrast, the pha-4 mutant PPCs intermingled with both BWMs and unidentified surrounding cells without an intervening basement membrane (Fig. 3D). Together, these results indicate that the formation and maintenance of the double plate requires regulators of left-right differences and pharyngeal identity.

The double plate transforms into a cyst by apical constriction

The rectangular double plate of PPCs ultimately adopts the cylindrical shape of the cyst. A previous study based on nuclear PPC positions described the formation of the cyst as an inflation event that separated left from right groups of nuclei (Santella et al., 2010). Indeed, in transverse imaging of the double plate, many left and right PPC nuclei appeared to move apart from each other during cyst formation (330-390 minutes, Fig. 3A; supplementary material Movie 3). Moreover, some PPCs crossed the midplane by a laminin-containing basement membrane (Fig. 3C). By contrast, the surrounding cells, including BWMs, by a laminin-containing basement membrane (Fig. 3C). This provides support for the idea that the formation of the cyst is an inflation event that separates left from right groups of nuclei.
PPC relative to the center of the nucleus, measuring whether the centrosome was proximal or distal to the midplane. Centrosomes initially showed an equal proximal-distal distribution, as expected from the predominantly anterior-posterior divisions of the PPCs (Fig. 4F). However, between ~290 and 310 minutes there was a shift in centrosome positions to face the midplane surfaces, before any apparent enrichment of non-muscle myosin or F-actin at the midplane (Fig. 4F). Similarly, proteins in the PAR-3 complex became enriched at the midplane prior to the non-muscle myosins NMY-1 and NMY-2 (Fig. 4G, Fig. 5A; data not shown). This difference in timing contrasts with the polarization of early one-cell plate PPCs, and all showed asymmetry at about the same stage; PAR-3 localized to the peripheral/basal surfaces (Fig. 5D,E). However, between ~290 and 310 minutes there was a shift in centrosome positions to face the midplane surfaces, before any apparent enrichment of non-muscle myosin or F-actin at the midplane (Fig. 4F).

**Laminin orients polarity in double plate PPCs**

In analyzing fixed, immunostained *mex-1(RNAi)* embryos, we noticed that ectopic PPCs at the embryo periphery (superficial PPCs) appeared to organize into cyst-like structures that were surrounded by laminin and that expressed lumen-specific apical markers (Fig. 6A; supplementary material Fig. S1). In live recordings, we found that the cyst-like structures developed from PPCs that were born, and remained, at the periphery of the *mex-1(RNAi)* embryos (Fig. 6B). These superficial PPCs lacked direct contact with BWMs or other non-PPCs, but localized PAR-6 to their interior or apical surfaces and appeared to undergo at least some apical constriction (Fig. 6B; supplementary material Movie 5). These results suggest that PPC polarization does not require direct cell contact with non-PPCs and might involve diffusible signals.

Because in vitro studies suggest that the secreted protein laminin functions as a polarizing cue for MDCK cells (see Introduction), we immunostained fixed wild-type embryos for PAR-3 and either LAM-3/laminin α or PAT-3/β-integrin, a candidate laminin receptor. We found that all three proteins were present in double plate PPCs, and all showed asymmetry at about the same stage; PAR-3 localized to the midplane/apical surfaces and LAM-3 and PAT-3 localized to the peripheral/basal surfaces (Fig. 5D,E). Similarly, live recordings of separate embryos expressing reporters for PAR-6, laminin or β-integrin showed asymmetric localization at similar developmental stages (Fig. 5A-C). We next constructed a strain that expressed both mCherry::PAR-6 and LAM-1::GFP and found that basal enrichment of LAM-1 preceded apical enrichment of PAR-6 by at least 15 minutes (Fig. 5F; supplementary material Movie 6).

To determine whether laminin has a role in polarizing the double plate PPCs, we examined embryos homozygous for *lam-1(ok3139)*, a predicted null mutation in the sole laminin β subunit (supplementary material Fig. S2; see Materials and methods). *lam-1(–)* embryos have abnormal pharyngeal basement membranes but localize at least some basement membrane components (supplementary material Fig. S3). Although *lam-1(–)* embryos appear highly abnormal by light microscopy, they appear to produce all of the major differentiated tissue types (Fig. 7A,B), consistent with previous studies on other mutations in laminin subunits (Huang et al., 2003; Kao et al., 2006). In particular, differentiated pharyngeal tissue contained internal lines of material resembling the normal cuticle-lined pharyngeal lumen. Remarkably, however, the...
lam-1(–) pharynx usually contained two or more such lines (Fig. 7B; \(n = 96/97\) embryos); transverse imaging showed that the supernumerary lines were not simply aberrant radial outgrowths from the single normal lumen, but instead appeared to be separate lumens (Fig. 7C,D). Interestingly, the intestine developed a single lumen in lam-1(–) mutants (Fig. 7E,F), consistent with our observation that proteins in the PAR-3 complex localize to the apical surfaces of intestinal cells before laminin is detectable at the basal surfaces (J. Feldman and J.R.P., unpublished). The multi-lumen pharyngeal defect did not result from a hyperplasia of pharyngeal tissue as the mutant embryos contained the wild-type number of PPCs (88±2, \(n = 4\) embryos) (Kalb et al., 1998). Null mutants in single laminin \(\alpha\) subunits \[lam-3(n2561)\) or epi-1(\(rh199\)], in the basement membrane components perlecan \[unc-52(at549)\] or in type IV collagen \[emb-9(g23cg46)\] had widespread defects in tissue morphology, but did not exhibit the multi-lumen defect (Fig. 7G-J). Thus, laminin appears to have a specific role in specifying the single lumen of the wild-type pharynx.

To determine the ontogeny of the multi-lumen pharyngeal defect, we examined PAR-3 and PAR-6 localization in live and fixed lam-1(–) embryos. PPCs in the lam-1(–) embryos organized into a double plate that appeared similar in morphology to the wild-type double plate (supplementary material Movie 9). Surprisingly, however, many of the mutant PPCs showed inverted polarity and localized PAR-3 and PAR-6 to the peripheral/basal surfaces at the same time that these proteins normally localize to the midplane/apical surfaces (Fig. 8A-D; supplementary material Movies 7, 8). With simultaneous imaging of PAR-6 and a general membrane reporter, we confirmed that the peripheral PAR-6 was within the mutant PPCs rather than in adjacent BWMs (Fig. 8E,F).

We considered the possibility that the inverted polarity of the PPCs might result from inappropriate interactions with neighboring non-PPCs, which normally are separated by the basement membrane. However, we found that the superficial PPCs in mex-1(RNAi); lam-1(–) embryos showed a similar inverted polarity, with PAR-3 localized primarily to the peripheral, contact-free surfaces (Fig. 6C).

We found that the multi-lumen pharyngeal defect of terminal stage lam-1(–) embryos results from cell movements that internalize the peripheral surfaces of PPCs. Live imaging of lam-1(–) embryos expressing reporters for cell membranes and either PAR-6 or non-muscle myosin showed that the peripheral surfaces...
of several PPCs constricted at about the same time as the midplane surfaces normally constrict in wild-type PPCs (Fig. 8G-G′; supplementary material Movies 8, 9). Neighboring PPCs spread across and enclosed the peripheral constrictions, which underwent lumenal differentiation. We conclude that lam-1(−) mutants have an early and highly penetrant defect in orienting PPC polarity that is partially masked by subsequent morphogenetic movements.

**Laminin can act non-cell-autonomously to orient PPC polarity**

Because several C. elegans tissues have been reported to express laminin, including the pharynx, intestine and BWMs (Huang et al., 2003; Kao et al., 2006), we investigated which cells must express lam-1 to properly orient PPC polarity. We constructed a homozygous lam-1(ok3139) strain that carried an extrachromosomal array (zuEx288) containing a wild-type lam-1(+) gene plus a cell-autonomous marker (SUR-5::GFP); such transgenic arrays are lost stochastically during cell divisions, resulting in animals that are mosaic for gene expression. As expected, animals that lacked zuEx288 had the multi-lumen defect (n=60/61), whereas animals that had zuEx288 in most or all cells had a normal pharynx with a single lumen (Fig. 7K; n=46/47). We then searched for rare mosaic animals that lacked zuEx288 in all pharyngeal cells but that retained the transgene in other cell groups. We found that the pharynx had a single lumen in 6/8 animals with zuEx288 only in intestinal cells (Fig. 7L) and in 14/17 animals with zuEx288 only in skin (hypodermal) cells and BWMs (Fig. 7M). These results suggest that laminin expressed by non-PPCs diffuses through the embryo and accumulates on the available basal surface of PPCs where it acts as a polarity cue.

**DISCUSSION**

Morphogenesis of the pharyngeal cyst proceeds through a distinct, bilaterally symmetric intermediate termed the double plate, where PPCs first develop apical/basal polarity. The mature C. elegans pharynx has threefold symmetry, but has an underlying bilateral symmetry evident in the cell lineages of MS descendants that produce about half of the pharynx (Albertson and Thomson, 1976; Sulston et al., 1983). For example, symmetrical and identical cells in the mature pharynx called mc3DL and mc3DR are descendants of the left and right daughters of MS, respectively, and their fates appear to be determined by a lineage mechanism rather than cell position (Priess et al., 1987). These cells do not contact each other in the mature pharynx and are separated from their nearest common
The double plate structure allows specific pairs of left and right PPCs to maintain, and possibly adjust, their proximity throughout the early stages of pharynx formation, until they are physically separated by cyst morphogenesis.

Two lines of evidence suggest that PPCs actively aggregate into the double plate primordium. First, ectopic supernumerary PPCs in mex-1 mutants can form a single block of pharyngeal cells that excludes other cell types such as BWMs and intestinal cells. Second, PPCs lacking PHA-4, the master regulator of pharyngeal-specific differentiation, can intermingle with non-PPCs. The bilateral symmetry of the double plate is likely to involve differential cell adhesion because left and right PPCs stay on their respective sides as the double plate grows, even when these PPCs are born through left-right cell divisions. We showed that wrm-1, an integral component of the POP-1/TCF pathway (Rocheleau et al., 1999), is required for the rectangular shape and bilateral symmetry of the double plate. The POP-1/TCF pathway operates in the early embryo to create numerous differences between anterior-posterior sister cells (reviewed by Herman and Wu, 2004). However, because the division axes of most early cells are oblique, many anterior-posterior sisters differ in their left-right positions, resulting in left-right differences in gene expression. For example, only left descendants of the MS blastomere express the Notch ligand LAG-2/Delta, but both left and right descendants can express this protein when the POP-1/TCF pathway is disrupted (Hermann et al., 2000). Thus, analogous left-right differences in early cell adhesion could shape the double plate, and an important goal of future studies will be to identify the molecular basis for these differences.

The double plate transforms into a cylindrical cyst, apparently by PPCs constricting their midplane, or apical, surfaces (Fig. 9); the apical surfaces decrease in size concomitant with an increase in the diameter inward from the periphery, similar to the wild-type cyst.
The coordinated polarization of large groups of cells is a hallmark of epithelial development that allows tubular epithelia to form a single, continuous lumen. Our results show that laminin provides a crucial cue for the coordinate polarization of epithelial cells in the pharynx, although not for epithelial cells in the intestine. A previous study showed that C. elegans mutants lacking LAM-3, one of two laminin α subunits, develop ruptures in the pharyngeal basement membrane and that some pharyngeal cells appear to adhere to surrounding tissues through these gaps (Huang et al., 2003). However, all of the mutant pharyngeal cells appeared to connect to a central lumen, as do the wild-type pharyngeal cells. Although pharyngeal cells lacking LAM-1, the sole laminin β subunit, similarly connect to a luminal surface, we showed that there are multiple luminal surfaces in the mutant pharynx and that these arise from polarity defects in double plate PPCs. The double plate PPCs polarize abnormally in lam-1(−) mutants, with many localizing PAR-3 and PAR-6 to their peripheral (normally basal) surfaces. Remarkably, these peripheral surfaces can constrict, like the normal apical surface, and become repositioned into the interior of the developing pharynx by the neighboring PPCs. These polarity defects occur at least an hour before perlecan and type IV collagen localize to the wild-type pharyngeal basement membrane (Graham et al., 1997; Mullen et al., 1999) and were not observed in mutants for either basement membrane component. Thus, we propose that the defects represent a specific requirement for laminin in PPC polarization, rather than general functions of the basement membrane in tissue integrity.

Several embryonic cell types, including PPCs, normally express laminin. Our analysis of laminin mosaics shows that laminin supplied by non-PPCs is sufficient to orient PPC polarity. Consistent with previous observations on laminin and type IV collagen, this result suggests that basement membrane components can diffuse through the embryo (Graham et al., 1997; Huang et al., 2003). We presume that PPC adhesion, as evidenced by the aggregation of supernumerary PPCs in mex-1(RNAi) embryos, normally restricts laminin to the peripheral surface of the double plate. PPCs do not appear to maintain normal adhesion in pha-4 mutants, and we showed that laminin distributes in an irregular

---

**Fig. 8. Laminin cues PPC polarity.** (A, B) Longitudinal optical sections through the double plate PPCs of immunostained wild-type and lam-1(ok3139) C. elegans embryos. Anterior is top. Images show PPC nuclei (anti-GFP (pha-4::PHA-4::GFP)), total nuclei (DAPI) and PAR-3 as maximum intensity projections through the double plate; arrows indicate the midplane. Note that PAR-3 localizes to midplane surfaces in the wild-type double plate, but predominantly to peripheral surfaces in the lam-1(−) embryo (n>50 for wild type; n=18/18 for lam-1(−)). (C, D) Optical sections as in A and B of live embryos expressing a PAR-6 reporter (par-6::PAR-6::GFP). Note that PAR-6 localization begins, and persists, at the peripheral surfaces of the double plate in the lam-1(−) embryos (n=16/16). See supplementary material Movies 7 and 8 for cell membranes of PPCs. (E, F) High-magnification images of part of a longitudinal optical section through the double plate of live wild-type (E) and lam-1(−) (F) embryos showing PAR-6 (par-6::PAR-6::GFP) and plasma membranes (memb-mCherry). Line scans through the double plate are shown beneath each image. Note that ectopic PAR-6 is localized within the PPCs in the lam-1(−) embryo. (G–G”) Images from supplementary material Movie 9 showing transverse optical sections of a live lam-1(−) embryo expressing reporters for non-muscle myosin (nmy-2::NMY-2::GFP) and plasma membranes (memb-mCherry). Images in G” are high-magnification views of PPCs at the periphery of the double plate (arrowhead and bracketed region in G and G”). The diagrams show tracings of individual color-coded PPCs within the double plate (light gray region), taken from movie frames at left. Time is in minutes. Scale bars: 2.5 μm in A-F, G”, 5 μm in G.
pattern between the mutant PPCs. We have no evidence that laminin receptors are localized to the peripheral surfaces of double plate PPCs prior to laminin enrichment. Indeed, we found that PAT-3 localizes to the basal surface at about the same time as laminin, and that laminin function is required for PAT-3 localization (supplementary material Fig. S4). We do not yet know whether PAT-3 is required to orient the midplane/apical localization of the PAR-3 complex: embryos homozygous for a null pat-3 mutation expressed PAT-3, suggesting that pat-3 mRNA is contributed from the heterozygous mother, and exposing the mothers to pat-3 dsRNA resulted in early embryonic arrest that precluded analysis of the pharynx (data not shown).

In *Drosophila*, similar to *C. elegans*, some laminin subunits are encoded by single genes; however, the respective *Drosophila* mutants do not exhibit defects in coordinating epithelial polarity (Urbano et al., 2009). Thus, laminin could function as a polarity signal in only certain epithelia, such as the pharynx, or might function redundantly with other signals such as other basement membrane proteins. Alternatively, later morphogenetic movements could obscure early polarity defects, as we demonstrated in the *C. elegans* pharynx. A third possibility is that some epithelia recognize inappropriate features of their environment as polarity cues when laminin is absent. By analogy, when the sperm-supplied centrosome is not available to polarize the one-cell *C. elegans* embryo, the meiotic spindle at the opposite pole of the egg appears to cue an inverted polarity (Wallenfang and Seydoux, 2000). Similarly, *Drosophila* wing epithelial cells polarize in the absence of planar cell polarity components, but fail to coordinate their polarity at the tissue level (Wong and Adler, 1993). Basement membrane defects in laminin mutants might allow some PPCs to make inappropriate contacts with surrounding tissues. However, we do not believe that those tissues induce the inversion of an otherwise normal PPC polarity because superficial PPCs in *mex-1(RNAi); lam-1(–)* embryos that do not contact any non-PPCs nevertheless develop inverted polarity. Thus, the present study provides in vivo evidence that laminin acts as a polarizing cue for some, although not all, epithelia. We conclude that the *C. elegans* pharynx should provide a useful genetic model for dissecting laminin-based signaling prior to the general requirements for laminin in basement membrane assembly and tissue integrity.
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